The amalgamation and embedding properties have proved to be an extremely useful tool in model-theoretic investigations (references may be found in Jόnsson [8] ) and in the development of algebraic analogues to logical theorems (cf., Daigneault [2] ). Recently, Don Pigozzi has shown that for certain classes of cylindric algebras the amalgamation property is equivalent to a certain algebraic form of Craig's Interpolation Theorem.
The first answer to Jόnsson's question in [8] concerning whether or not there exist an equational class of Boolean algebras with operators for which the amalgamation property fails was given in R. McKenzie [12] . Using Lyndon algebras McKenzie showed that this property fails for the class RRA of all representable relation algebras and that the embedding property fails in a nontrivial way for the classes RRA and RA (the class of all relation algebras). We also obtain these results. The negative results obtained in Corollary 4 complement the work of A. Daigneault and J. Johnson. In [2] Daigneault shows that the amalgamation property holds for the class of all locally finite polyadic (equality) algebras of infinite dimension. Johnson [7] has extended Daigneault's work to show that the amalgamation property holds for the class of all polyadic and polyadic equality algebras of infinite dimension. Whether or not it holds for the class CA a , a ^> α>, in general, is not known.
It is shown in Los [10] that a necessary condition for any two algebras of a class to have a common extension in the class is that all algebras of the class have isomorphic minimal subalgebras. An example, due to Bialynicki-Birula, given in Los [11] shows the condition is not sufficient even for equational classes. The classes listed in Corollary 5 provide further examples of this phenomenon. In § 3 we give a necessary and sufficient condition for two algebras of a class to have a common extension in the class. This condition is then used to show we cannot remove one of our restrictions on classes of algebras from the hypothesis of Theorem 2.
1. Throughout this paper we assume familiarity with the basic notions and results of mathematical logic, set theory and general algebra. In this section we will briefly introduce and discuss some of our terminology.
We assume that the ordinal numbers have been defined in such a way that each ordinal is the set of all smaller ordinals. The cardinality of a set X is denoted by \X\. The set of all functions from a set X into a set Y is denoted by x Y; for a binary relation R on a set X and x in the domain of iϋ, we denote {y e X: (x, y) e R] by R*x. If / is a function and X is a subset of the domain of /, we denote by /1 X the function with domain X which is equal to / on X. We use the usual arrow notation 2C -> S3, 21 >^33, etc., to denote respectively, a homomorphism from an algebra 21 into an algebra 33, a monomorphism from 2ί into 33, etc. For a homomorphism / on an algebra 21 we denote the homomorphic image of 21 by /*2I.
Let K be a class of similar algebras. We now give a few basic definitions from the theories of cylindrification and cylindric algebras. For additional information see Henkin and Tarski [6] .
A 
We call JJ_ κ ,χ <a d κ χ the main diagonal of 21 when it exists and occasionary denote it by d& or just d. We shall discuss neither the elementary arithmetic for cylindric algebras nor the familiar algebraic concepts of subalgebras, homomorphisms, subdirect and direct products of cylindric algebras, nor the notion of a simple CA a . For information on these concepts see Henkin and Tarski [6] .
For a set U Φ 0 and an ordinal a, consider the system
where S( a U) is the set of all subsets of a U, U, Π, and -are the usual set-theoretic operations, and for K, λ < a and Ig"i/, D κλ and C K X are defined by D κλ = {y e a U: y κ -y λ ) , and
The above system is called the full cylindric set algebra of dimension a and base t/and is denoted by %(a, U). A CAJί is representable (an RCA a ) if 21 is isomorphic to a subdirect product of subalgebras of algebras %(a, U).
An algebra 21 = <A, +, , -, 0, 1, c κ y κ<a which satisfies (C o ) -(C 4 ) is called a cylindrification algebra of dimension oc(aCy a ). The notation and definitions given above extend in the obvious way to cylindriίication algebras. In particular we denote the full cylindrification set algebra of dimension a and base U by % c (a, U) and the class of all representable Cy a 'a by RCy a .
If a CAJί has a simple minimal subalgebra, we say that 21 has characteristic 0 if for all λ < (a + 1) n o). We may alternatively describe this class of algebras as the class of CA a 's whose minimal subalgebra is isomorphic to the minimal subalgebra of St(α, a). We can define the class of polyadic equality algebras of characteristic 0 in a similar manner.
We now introduce conditions (A) and ( The proofs depend on the following lemma. Di is the main diagonal of 2I(α:, C7 t ).
Proof. Suppose there exist such isomorphisms f(i = 0, 1) and a CyJ&. Let / 0 (A) = d = f{D γ ).
Since 3ί c (α, ί7 0 ) and St β (α, 170 are simple we may assume that S3 is also simple.
It is easy to verify the following facts about 2I c (α, X) where |X| = K.
( By hypothesis /c < λ, so from (2) and (3) we may choose j < tc, m, n < λ, m Φ n such that (4) α r δ TO Φ 0 and α^ ^ 0. We now show (5) aj'-dΦO. Except for the claim dealing with the class of protective algebras the following corollaries are immediate. That Theorems 1 and 2 apply to the classes (RRA)RA of (representable) relation algebras follows from the relationship between RA's and CA 2 's found on p. 135 of Jόnsson and Tarski [9] . For the class of an RA, see Definition 4.34 of Jόnsson and Tarski [9] ; for information concerning polyadic and polyadic equality algebras see Halmos [5] and for information on protective algebras see Everett and Ulam [4] . COROLLARY For 1 < a < ω the classes of CA a 's and polyadic equality algebras of dimension a with a fixed nonzero characteristic and the classes of RA r s with class ^3 are known to have the embedding property. In fact, these classes have the amalgamation property (cf., Comer [1] ). By essentially the same argument given on p. 226 of Halmos [5] the embedding property can be shown to hold for the class of projective algebras, RCy a , and the class of representable polyadic algebras of dimension a where 1 < a < ω. Whether or not this property holds for the class Cy a where 1 < a < ω and for the class of all polyadic algebras of dimension a where 2 < a < ω still appears to be open.
Let x = c (aM{m]) (a r bJ ΐ[ i<ati¥sm c {aM{i]) (a r b n ).
By examining the proof of Lemma 3 we see that if we restrict ourselves to the category of all complete CA a '& with complete homomorphisms, then the amalgamation and embedding properties fail for all a > 1. Similar results hold for the other classes of algebras listed in Corollaries 4 and 5 if we modify the category.
For the sake of completeness we will also consider the amalgamation property for the classes Cy a and CA a for a <* 1 (and hence also for the classes of all polyadic and polyadic equality algebras of dimension a^ 1). THEOREM 6. For a <,l the amalgamation property holds for the classes CA a and Cy a .
Proof. For a -0 the algebras to be considered are just Boolean algebras so the conclusion follows from Dwinger and Yaqub [3] , For a -1 notice first that we can clearly amalgamate the simple algebras of each of the classes. The amalgamation property for the classes now follows by the same argument as used in Theorem 2.7 of Daigneault [2] for the class of all locally-finite polyadic algebras of infinite dimension.
3. We conclude the paper by establishing in Theorem 8 a sufficient (and obviously necessary) condition for two given algebras of a class K to be embeddable in some algebra of K. Conditions of a different nature may be found in Los [10] , [11] . As a corollary of Theorem 8 we show that the hypothesis | U o | < ω is necessary for the conclusion of Lemma 3 and Theorem 2. More precisely: We need the following definition. For the general notion of reduct consult Tarski [14] ; for the notion restricted to cylindric algebras as well as the notion of a neat embedding consult Henkin and Tarski [6] . Suppose the similarity type μ is an expansion of the similarity type τ, i.e., dom τ £ dom μ and μ | dom τ = τ. A class L of algebras with similarity type μ is called a μ-extension of a class K of algebras of type τ if every τ-reduct of an algebra in L belongs to K. We donote the r-reduct of J/GL The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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